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The City of Arvada was founded in 1870 and incorporated in 1904. They are proud of their rich
past and strive to enhance their community. The City of Arvada has willingly allowed University of
Colorado students to participate in enriching the lives of the residents of Arvada.

University of Colorado Denver is one of the nation’s top public urban research universities,
offering more than 100 academic degrees and programs. The university boasts a diverse teaching
and learning community that creates, discovers and applies knowledge to improve the lives of
Coloradans and people around the world.

The Hometown Colorado Initiative is a cross-disciplinary initiative led by the University of

Colorado Denver that channels higher education resources toward the public good. Faculty and
students work directly on topics developed jointly by faculty and city staff. The city benefits from
20,000 to 40,000 student hours to advance livability goals. Students and faculty benefit from
opportunities to work with a client on real world projects.
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Introduction
Water waste is an issue that cities
throughout the world are trying to mitigate
as water scarcity becomes more complex.
Water budgets are the tools by which
cities can regulate and educate their
residents about their household water use.
Although baseline measures exist that can
demonstrate water usage by household,
more progressive measures should be
developed, particularly related to outdoor
water use, so that municipal governments
can help educate residents about their
landscape irrigation habits.
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Problem Satement
Water budget models are an emerging
and fast growing method for which
municipalities can estimate water usage in
order to better plan for and manage their
consumption and use. While indoor usage
can be problematic to estimate, outdoor
use has been looked at more closely to
better estimate both uses. Cities should
be able to estimate total outdoor water
consumption by using lawn coverage
and the overall tree canopy coverage to
better predict water usage, regulate during
droughts, educate property owners, and
reduce waste.
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Background Research
Combatting water waste is an important
topic for city planners as they search
for solutions to provide sufficient water
for growing populations. Today, water
consumption transcends uses simply
just for drinking, agriculture, bathing,
cooking and cleaning. Irrigation for urban
turfgrass and tress especially in semiarid environments account for a third of
household use (Litvak, etc. al, 2013). Even
more shocking, in the Intermountain West,
irrigated urban landscapes can consume
up to 60% of municipal potable water (Sun,
et. al, 2012). Likewise, turfgrass accounts
for 39-54% of total urban area and tree
canopies account for 19-27% (Litvak, et
al. 2013). With these uses of water that
are often hard to predict or account for
comes the need for cities to be able to
best account for and estimate water usage
for each household. This ability can help
cities better estimate overall water usage,
establish a more trustworthy estimate
for usage, and help combat some of the
effects of global climate change.
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A recent study conducted in Los
Angeles, California sought to determine
whether tree cover influenced the rate
of evapotranspiration of vegetation.
This measured the evapotranspiration
of turfgrass in various urban lawns in
the region during the summer. The Los
Angeles area as semi-arid region, similar to
Colorado’s, offered the scientists the best
opportunity to measure evapotranspiration
and transpiration from trees. Measures
of evapotranspiration were taken from
turfgrass lawns that had no tree cover and
other measures were taken from lawns
that had tree cover. The results yielded
the conclusion that lawns with opengrown trees had a lower summertime
evapotranspiration compared with the
lawns without trees (Litvak, et. al, 2013).
Likewise, another similar study found
that the lowest surface temperatures in
the summertime are found in turfgrass
under shade trees compared to unshaded
turfgrass or shade trees covering an
impervious surface (Shashua-Bar, et.

al, 2010). This same study also found
that overhead shading by trees resulted
in a lowering of water loss by 25-35%
(Shashua-Bar, et. al, 2010).
These results can go one step further in
assuming that shade trees can lead to
overall lowered irrigation requirements
of urban lawns. Adding trees, at lower
densities, can offer a cost-savings to both
cities and homeowners by combating
the rate of evapotranspiration of lawns
and by cooling the surface in which the
tree is shading. Sun et al. (2012) found in
their study of water use categories that
categorizing water use by plant type, as
suggested by the EPA, has no controlling
factor to it. Instead the best means to
control water use is the overall tree
canopy cover (Sun et. al, 2012). There is
also evidence to suggest that residences
who have more turfgrass coverage than
anything else in their landscaping tend to
use more water and water more frequently
than those who have more diversity in their
lawns. One cause for overconsumption

of irrigation is to water a patch of grass
that may be more brown compared to
the rest of the area. This results in the
homeowners oversaturating their lawn just
to treat one patch. By adding shade trees
into the landscape, homeowners not only
reduce the amount of turfgrass needed to
irrigate, but they also reduce the overall
evapotranspiration rate of the yard which
can result in lower irrigation requirements.
Many cities today use a variety of different
water budget models to estimate and
predict water usage in their communities.
The Western Municipal Water District in
Southern California has created a model
that incorporates yard size with landscaped
elements and rates of evapotranspiration.
The District measures the overall rate
of evapotranspiration daily in over 460
microclimate zones within their service
area. This allows them to consider an
estimation of the amount of water lost each
day. Landscape factor is an assumption
built that assumes each yard has a mixture
of different vegetation of grass, shrub,

and tree and is assigned a value of 0.8.
This is all multiplied for the calculated
irrigated acreage for each property using
GIS. The ultimate equation for their water
budget is: (Irrigated acreage) x (ET) x
(Landscape factor) x (.62 [conversion from
inches to gallons of water]). Though these
microclimate zones and the landscape
factor would be different for the City
of Arvada, estimating the total area of
vegetation by each residential parcel using
geo-spatial methods can be helpful in
predicting the amount of water used for
domestic irrigation, and in assisting the
City in advancing its water conservation
goals.
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Objectives
The first objective of this project was
to calculate the area of lawn for each
residential parcel. This information is
needed to determine how much water is
needed to sustain each lawn area. The
second objective is to calculate the tree
canopy cover for each residential yard.
This information will help the analysis
identify which parcels contain trees, the
amount of water needed to sustain those
trees, and the relation to parcels that
contain tree cover to those without trees
based on water use comparisons. The third
objective was to compare an estimation
of yard irrigation with household use and
determine which residences are above/
below a given threshold. This ultimately
is the water budget model that will help
Arvada set a water budget for each
property and compare it to their actual
use. The final objective was to develop a
GIS methodology that can be repeated in
the future for all areas in the City of Arvada
and even for other municipalities.
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Metadata
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Methodology
To begin this analysis, high-resolution
orthoimagery and light detection and
ranging (LiDAR) datasets for the City
of Arvada were downloaded from the
EarthExplorer webpage provided by the US
Geological Survey (USGS). Due to the large
size of these files, the methodology that
will be discussed in this section is applied
only to one neighborhood in Arvada. For
this study, the neighborhood of Ralston
Estates West was selected because it is
primarily composed of single-family homes
and the entire neighborhood is covered by
two orthoimagery and two LiDAR tiles (as
opposed to other neighborhoods which
require three or more tiles for full coverage)
(see Figure 1). In this way, data processing
is more efficient, and it is easier to notice
details in the outputs of each tool which
can speak to the accuracy of the analysis.
In the future, these steps can be repeated
for other areas that are of interest.
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Figure 1: Ralston Estates West within the City of Arvada.
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After gathering data from EarthExplorer,
water usage data provided by Denver
Water for the City of Arvada was used to
calculate the amount of water each singlefamily parcel in Ralston Estates West
uses for irrigation. This data came in two
datasets: one from the summer of 2016
and another from the winter of 2016-17.
Each included the account numbers of
each Denver Water customer (i.e., each
account is tied to a specific water meter
which is assigned to a specific address),
the number of days in the billing cycle,
the average water usage recorded by
each meter for the billing cycle (in gallons
per minute), and the type of water meter
according to land use (including categories
such as “residential”, “commercial, “multifamily”, and “industrial”). The first step in
this calculation was extracting the data
from water meters that were classed as
“residential” from the citywide data set.
By selecting “residential”, single-family
parcels were isolated, thereby improving
the efficiency of downstream analyses.
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This process (using the ‘select by attribute’
function in ArcMap) was completed for
both water usage layers, resulting in two
sets of single-family home water meters
(one for summer 2016 and the other for
winter 2016-17).
The next step in determining the amount
of water each parcel used for irrigation
was to join the data for each season.
Using the account number field as the
unique identifier (primary key), the data
from summer of 2016 and winter of 201617 was joined. Neither dataset had a field
containing the total amount of water used
during the billing cycle, but each did have
a field with the average flow of water
(measured in gallons per minute) every
water meter recorded during the billing
cycle. To find the total amount of water
used in each season, this rate of gallons per
minute was multiplied by the total number
of minutes in the billing cycle (number of
days x 1,440 minutes per day). After this
was completed, the value for winter water
usage was subtracted from the value of

summer water usage, thereby calculating
the amount of water used for lawn irrigation.
In theory, this difference represents the
amount of water used for yard irrigation
during the summer. Household water use
(i.e. the water used for bathing, cooking,
flushing toilets, and laundry) is assumed to
be constant between summer and winter
months. Therefore, by subtracting winter
water usage (generated when vegetation is
in a dormant state and irrigation is minimal)
from summer water usage, the amount of
water used solely for outdoor use can be
predicted. At this point, any records which
had a summer water usage value less than
its winter water usage value was eliminated
from the study. These particular records
may indicate the home to which the water
meter belongs was vacant during summer
months or that there were significant
changes in household water use (such as
a much larger family moving into a home).
To most accurately predict the amount of
water used for vegetation, only the records
which had a summer usage higher than their

winter usage were used as this most likely
demonstrates a pattern of homeowners
using additional water in summer months
to water their lawns.
With the field for irrigation calculated,
the newly-joined water meter records were
then linked to the features of the City of
Arvada parcel layer. Through this process,
the amount of water used for irrigation (as
determined by using the water meter data)
can easily be compared to the estimated

amount of water that is recommended for
each parcel’s vegetation (which will be
calculated next). To achieve this outcome,
the ‘spatial join’ function was used. The
spatial relationship between the locations
of water meters and parcels (as displayed
in Figure 2) became advantageous as it
facilitated a join based on the geographical
distance between each parcel and its
respective water meter. Within the ‘spatial
join’ interface, the “within a distance” match

option was selected using a search radius
of 10 feet (most water meter locations
were less than five feet away from their
respective parcels). Once this step was
complete, a new layer with 33,544 singlefamily residential parcels, each with water
meter and irrigation estimate information,
was exported for future use.

Figure 2: Spatial join of water meter data (points) and parcel data (polygons).
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To begin the process of estimating
the amount of vegetation per parcel,
a supervised image classification was
performed. Tiles of high-resolution
orthoimagery from EarthExplorer were
used for this process, and the nearinfrared band (listed as ‘Band 4’) was input
as the third band displayed in the image,
making the vegetation in the image stand
out from the built environment (see Figure
3). Fifty different samples each for grass,
shade trees, evergreens, pavement, water,
and mulch were then taken from multiple
orthoimagery tiles in the City of Arvada
(see Figure 4). By varying the location and
type of vegetation (even taking samples
of healthy grass and dry grass), this
step developed an image classification
signature file (.gsg) that can be used by the
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City to repeat this analysis later on. Once
samples for each category were selected,
the ‘maximum likelihood classification’
tool was run. This produced an output
with the computer algorithm’s best guess
of which category each pixel within the
orthoimagery belonged to, based on the
samples previously collected (see Figure
5).

Figure 3: Orthoimagery with near-infrared band displayed,
making vegetation more noticeable.
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Figure 4: Example of grass samples used to develop an image classification signature file.
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Figure 5: Maximum likelihood classification used to estimate turfgrass per parcel.
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With this output, the ‘tabulate by area’
tool was used to estimate the total area of
each single-family residential parcel which
is covered by turfgrass. This tool creates a
table which lists the number of pixels within
each category from the completed image
classification by “zone” (in this case, each
residential parcel). For example, a ‘tabulate
by area’ output might tell the GIS user that
a specific parcel is half turfgrass and half
impervious surface (such as a house and
driveway) based on the number of pixels
listed in each category. To calculate the
total area of turfgrass for every parcel, the
parcels located in the study area (Ralston
Estates West) were first exported to a new
layer to reduce the length of processing
time. The records from the ‘tabulate by
area’ output were then joined to those in
the Ralston Estates West parcel layer using
the parcels’ PIN numbers as the unique
identifier. Once joined, the number of pixels
for the “turfgrass” category of each record
was multiplied by the cell area (0.15 meters
by 0.15 meters = 0.0225 square meters per
15

pixel) and then converted to square feet
(by multiplying the area in square meters
by 10.7639 square feet/square meter) in a
new field (listed as “Tab_Area” in Figure 9).
Using this newly created field containing
the estimated square footage of turfgrass
per residential parcel, it was then possible
to calculate the recommended amount of
water needed to keep each yard healthy
during summer months. According to
Denver Water, one square foot of Kentucky
bluegrass, a common grass variety used
for lawns in Colorado, requires up to 18
gallons per irrigation season (six months
total) (Denver Water 2017). This comes out
to around 0.098 gallons per square foot
of turfgrass per day. In a new field (listed
as “GrassWater” in Figure 9), the total
square footage of turfgrass per parcel
was multiplied by 0.098 to estimate the
total recommended amount of water that
should be used each day to irrigate each
parcel’s lawn.
With the recommended amount of water
needed for turfgrass irrigation calculated, a

method for determining the recommended
amount of water for irrigation of trees was
then developed. To begin this process,
LiDAR data from EarthExplorer was
used and made into an LAS dataset in
ArcCatalog. For this study, only the tiles
covering Ralston Estates West were
included in the LAS dataset, but LiDAR
tiles across the City of Arvada could
potentially be added to this dataset so that
the following steps can be completed for
the entire City at once. The LAS dataset
was opened in ArcMap and first converted
into a digital elevation model (DEM). This
was accomplished by first displaying only
the “ground” returns in the LAS dataset
(by selecting “ground” in the classification
codes under the “filter” tab of the LAS
dataset’s properties). Then, using the ‘LAS
dataset to raster’ tool (and selecting the
natural neighbor triangulation interpolation
method and defining a sampling cell size of
1.5 in the tool interface), these points were
converted into a raster file which displays
the “bare earth” elevation of the study

area. Essentially, this raster displays the
elevation of the study area above sea level
without any objects on the ground.
Using a similar process, a digital surface
model (DSM) for the study area was created.
Unlike a digital elevation model which
shows only bare earth terrain, the digital
surface model shows the elevation above
sea level of LiDAR first returns. This means
that a digital surface model will display
objects and their relative heights, while a
digital elevation model will only display an
area’s underlying terrain. To create a DSM,
only first returns in the LAS dataset were
displayed by choosing “Return 1” under
the “filter” tab of the files properties. Again,
the ‘LAS dataset to raster’ tool was used to
make a raster file (the DSM). With the DEM
and DSM, a normalized digital surface
model (NDSM) was then created using
‘raster calculator’ by subtracting the DEM
values from the DSM values (see Figure
6). This step removes the elevation above
sea level from these models, leaving only
the height of objects on the ground. For

example, in an area without any objects
such as an open field, the DSM values
will be roughly equal to the DEM/bare
earth values. However, a tree will appear
in an NDSM because its value in the DSM
(measuring the elevation of the top of the
tree above sea level) is greater than the
value at the base of the tree (as recorded in
the DEM). Therefore, the NDSM shows the
net height of individual objects and can be
used to isolate structures and vegetation
on the ground.
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Figure 6: Creating a normalized digital
surface model (NDSM) using a digital
elevation model (DEM) and digital
surface model (DSM).
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NDSM
The NDSM created in this process primarily
shows homes and trees in Ralston Estates
West. To isolate the trees (thereby allowing
an estimation of tree canopy cover),
buildings can be removed from the NDSM
with the help of the building planimetric
roofprint shapefile provided by DRCOG.
The roofprints of buildings in Ralston
Estates West were first erased from the
polygon representing the neighborhood.
Then, this new layer was used with the
‘extract by mask’ tool to select cells in the
NDSM which were not built structures.
The result was a new raster showing only
trees (see Figure 7). With ‘raster calculator’
again, the “con” function was utilized to
reclassify areas covered by these trees,
assigning cells that contained tree canopy
with a value of 1, and all other cells with a
value of 0 (see Figure 8). Then, by using the
‘zonal statistics as table’ tool, the number
of pixels per residential parcel which
contain tree canopy was calculated. Since
these pixels were assigned a value of 1,
the “sum” field in the zonal statistics table

essentially counted the number of pixels in
each parcel which contained tree canopy.
The number of pixels was then multiplied
by the cell size in a new field (1.5 meters by
1.5 meters = 2.25 square meters) which in
turn was converted to square feet (10.7639
square feet/square meter).
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Figure 7: NDSM of Ralston Estates West with buildings
removed, showing only trees.
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Figure 8: Reclassification of tree canopy using raster
calculator.
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This calculation provided the total area
of each parcel that is covered by tree
canopy. Using this square footage, the
recommended amount of water that should
be used to sustain the trees on each parcel
could then be calculated. According to
data compiled by the Center for Landscape
& Urban Horticulture at the University of
California Riverside, one square foot of
tree canopy requires 0.06 gallons of water
per day (UC Riverside 2017). Although this
number can vary based on regional climate
and the rate of evapotranspiration, this
number was multiplied by the total square
footage of tree canopy in each parcel to
find the recommended amount of water
that should be applied to trees each day
during summer months (see the “Tree_
Water” field in Figure 9).
To find the total amount of water that is
recommended for irrigation of each parcel
during the summer billing cycle, the amount
of water recommended for turfgrass per
day was added to the amount of water
recommended for trees per day. This was
21

done using the ‘field calculator’ option and
resulted in the new field “Yard_Need”. This
field therefore displays the amount of water
that should be used to water both the lawn
and trees for each parcel. In a different field
(“Yard_Seaso”), the daily recommended
amount was multiplied by the number of
days in the summer billing cycle to determine
the total amount of water that should be
dedicated to irrigation. This amount was
then subtracted from each parcel’s actual
irrigation use (calculated earlier in this
analysis) to determine which residents are
overwatering or underwatering their yards
in the summer. The “Budget_Dif” field in
Figure 9 displays this difference.

Figure 9: Attribute table showing the fields used to compare recommended and actual irrigation.
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Results
Using the calculation of the difference
between the actual and recommended
amounts of water used for irrigation, it
can be concluded that most residents in
Ralston Estates West use much more than
they should. The following table and map
(see Figure 10) summarize the results of the
analysis.
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Surprisingly, almost 72% of residents
within the neighborhood of Ralston
Estates West overwater their lawns and
trees. There are many reasons that can
explain this observation. Many of these
parcels may have sprinkler systems which
are not designed for the semi-arid climate
of Colorado. Some may begin
operation during the day when much
of the water applied to a lawn is lost
to evaporation, greatly decreasing
the amount that is taken by
vegetation. There may also be some
parcels with sprinkler systems that
have leaks. However, it is possible
that most residents simply do not
know how much water their yards
really need. By engaging with these
residents, the City of Arvada may be
able to greatly reduce water waste
by informing the public on best lawn
watering practices.

Figure 10
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However, there are also some errors
and limitations with this methodology that
should be noted. First, at the beginning
of this analysis, water meters that were
classed as “residential” were selected for
further analysis, leaving other meter types
and land uses (such as “commercial” and
“industrial”) out of the study. While this
method was successful in highlighting
single-family homes, it also pointed out
potential errors with data classification. At
the southwest corner of Ralston Estates
West is a public storage facility that has
a “residential” water meter. This facility
most likely has very little water use when
compared to a typical single-family home
(as there are no permanent residents or
extensive vegetation) and the analysis
shows that this facility is an excellent “water
saver”. This is somewhat misleading,
and may affect any summary statistics
produced.
One limitation of this method is the temporal
aspect of the data used. Orthoimagery
and LiDAR from EarthExplorer were useful
25

in estimating vegetation cover, but were
both more than three years old. Since this
time, new development has occurred and
water use in different parcels has changed.
However, the amount of vegetation
estimated through image classification and
LiDAR analysis greatly depends on these
older datasets. Therefore, the difference
between the recommended amount and
actual amount of water used for irrigation
for certain parcels is inaccurate (see Figure
11). Another limitation is that the image
classification process is imperfect. At
times, roofs of buildings or parked cars were
classed as grass (see Figure 12). Although
the accuracy of this process improves
with the number of samples used, there is
always the possibility of misclassification.
It is recommended that when performing
this analysis, the most up-to-date data is
used and that the area of study be kept
small so that GIS users can catch any of
these errors early in the process.

Figure 11: New homes (built after 2014) are not
captured in orthoimagery.
Figure 12: The image classification process is
imperfect – here, the roofs of a public storage
facility are classified as turfgrass.
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Conclusion
In 2015, a study regarding the landscape
preferences in the southwestern United
States found that “landscape preferences
reflect a socialization process” in which
“individuals adopt shared attitudes
and perceptions and learn landscaping
practices from their neighbors” (Yu et al.
2015: 45). By raising awareness of water
conservation and informing residents
about their personal water use, neighbors
will most likely educate each other about
yard irrigation in summer months and
possibly hold each other accountable to
appropriate lawn watering behavior. To
encourage water conservation, the City
of Arvada can use geo-spatial methods
to give residents an idea of how much
water should be used for irrigation in the
summer. While not a flawless process, the
methodology introduced in this report can
be refined and make residents more aware
of their own water use. By being proactive
and engaging with the public, the City of
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Arvada has a great opportunity to protect
the environment, preserve the community’s
quality of life, and plan for changes ahead.
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